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Why do we need to design streets? 



3 years and at least 29,800 road crashes (27 crashes/day) 
Pedestrians have always been on the receiving end.  
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The main reason for the carnage? 



Car-oriented engineering 
wider carriageways, faster speeds, NO thought for other modes 



The result 



The result 



Lower speeds are critical 
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Chance of pedestrian death if 
hit by a motor vehicle 

Source: UK Dept of Transportation 

Motor vehicle speeds 
above 30 km/h 
significantly increase 
the risk of fatalities 



Traditional approach to road safety 

• Education 
• Enforcement 
•  Engineering 



Build an expressway 



… and pretend 
that people will 
drive at 20 km/h! 



Or, why build this? 



… and then do this? 



We need to make streets  
safer by design. 



2.2 lanes ? 1 Lane  1 Lane  

Guindy Station to Kathipara Junction 



1.5 Lanes ? 1 Lane  
1 Lane  



3.5 Lanes ? 

4 Lanes ?  







The consequences 

•  Traffic jams due to bottlenecks 

•  Crashes due to wrong-side driving and 
overtaking 

•  Uneven distribution of road space 

Solution: 
•  Constant carriageway width 

•  Use extra space for pedestrians and other uses 



First step towards road safety 



All streets need slow zones 

For narrow ROWs, the entire 
width should be designed as 
a slow zone 

On wider streets, a separate 
slow zone is necessary 



Footpath as a slow zone 



Footpath as a slow zone 



Service lane as a slow zone 



Service lane too wide to be a slow zone 



Service lane as a slow zone 



Skywalks? 

1/3 of pedestrians 
on skywalk 

2/3 of pedestrians 
at street level 

Vile Parle (W) 

No footpaths! 





Street design needs to consider HUMAN BEHAVIOUR  
and how people use public spaces 



Streets are social spaces 



Streets help generate economic value 



Good street design considers  
the needs of all users. 



How to design a footpath 



“The design is fine. Let’s educate pedestrians so that they use 
the footpath.” 



“The design is fine. Let’s educate pedestrians so that they use 
the footpath.” 

If you provide a good footpath, people will walk on it 



Footpath design: The zone system 

Clear demarcation of 3 zones: 

1.  Pedestrian zone: continuous 
space for walking 

2.  Frontage zone: buffer between 
street-side activities and the 
pedestrian zone 

3.  Furniture zone: space for 
landscaping, furniture, lights, 
bus stops, signs and private 
property access ramps 



 
 
a.  5.0m 

b.  1.8m 

c.  3.3m 

d.  1.5m 

Answer 
In Residential Areas,  3.3m 
In Commercial Areas, 5.0m 
In Heavy Commercial, 6.5m 

Q2. What is the minimum width of footpath 
as per IRC 2012: 103? 



Minimum zone widths (IRC) 

Minimum  
3.3 m 



Pedestrian zone 

Furniture 
zone 

Frontage 
zone 



Pedestrian zone 

Furniture 
zone 

Frontage 
zone 



Pedestrian zone Washington DC, USA 



“We don’t have space for footpaths” 



Footpaths that follow the zone system  
can accommodate vending 



 
 
a.  150mm 

b.  180mm 

c.  200mm 

d.  250mm 

Q4. What is the maximum height of footpath as per IRC:103 
 



150mm = Accessible Height 



Wide, even surface, but difficult to get on 



What is right way to construct at property entrances? 





Drain cover ≠ footpath 





Same principle applies for side streets 



Pedestrian crossings 



Solution #1: “Don’t cross!” 



Railings are restrictive and force pedestrians away 



Same story around the world 



Long medians are always a disaster 



Solution #2: Grade separation 



What money down the drain looks like 



Subways & foot overbridges 

•  Not accessible to persons with 
disabilities, luggage 

•  Dangerous at night (and maybe 
during the daytime too!) 

•  Elevators and escalators are 
expensive and break 

•  They usually obstruct the 
footpath 



Mumbai 

Small & regular cuts in median, big difference 



Safe at-grade crossings 

Ramps to reduce 
vehicle speeds 

Pedestrians 
remain at the 
level of the 
footpath 



Speed table crossing 



Absolutely useless infrastructure & landscaping 



Open up the island, big difference 



Space for pedestrians and utilities 



Bus stops 



Bus bays – once a failure, always a failure 



The Bus Bay Obsession  

Exit from Service 
lane and side 
street 

Under capacity 
bus shelters 

No Provisions for 
Auto Stand 

Wide service lane 



Bus stops should not obstruct the footpath 

Bus bulb-out 
in parking 
lane 

Clear 
space 
behind 
footpath 
(≥1.8 m) 



Anna University, Chennai 

Instead, They prefer the Bus Bulb-Out 



Intersections 



Most intersections are too large 



Turning radii were calculated in a era when power steering 
either, did not exist or was a luxury in vehicles 



45 km/h 



Slower vehicle 
speeds 

Shorter crossing 
distance 



Make Intersections Compact Make intersections COMPACT 



Progress in Chennai 



71BRR project 

•  Approximately 15 architectural firms have 
volunteered to design footpaths 

•  Construction of 11 streets completed 

•  Construction of 25 streets on-going 

•  Benefits: 
•  Safer environment for pedestrians 
•  Safer driving conditions—constant carriageway 

widths 



70 Feet Scheme Road - Before 



70 Feet Scheme Road - Today 



Police Commissioner’s Office Road - Before 



Police Commissioner’s Office Road - Today 



Police Commissioner’s Office Road - Before 



Police Commissioner’s Office Road - Today 



Besant Nagar 2nd Avenue - Before 



Besant Nagar 2nd Avenue - Today 



Pantheon Road - Before 



Pantheon Road- Today 



Taking the project forward 

•  Good Surveys = good design 
•  Taking residents/shopkeepers into confidence 

before execution 
•  Better coordination between various agencies 

(BRR, TNEB, Telephone, Electrical, Traffic Police, 
Architects, Metro water, PWD, contractors) 

•  Enforcement against parking required for project 
to succeed 

•  Process of Street Design needs to be formalized in 
order to scale up the project to all roads. 

•  Need for dedicated team to lead the way 



www.itdp.org 
@itdpindia 

Thank you 
 
chris.kost@itdp.org 
tc@ifmr.ac.in 


